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10=Bit A/D Converters
with Serial Interface
CMOS

These ratiometric 10-bit ADCS have serial interface ports to provide
communication with MCUS and MPUS. Either a 70- or 76-bit format can be
used. The 16-bit format can be one continuous 16-bit stream or two intermittent
8-bit streams. The converters operate from a single power supply with no
external trimming required. Reference voltages down to 4.0 V are accommo-
dated.

The MC1 45050 has the same pin out as the 8-bit MC1 45040 which allows an
external clock (ADCLK) to operate the dynamic WD conversion sequence. The
MC145051 has the same pin out as the 8-bit MC145041 which has an internal
clock oscillator and an end-of-conversion (EOC) output.
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11 Analog Input Channels with Internal Sample-and-Hold MC14505xP.~~...?~.(,S,,X$,>\ ... PlasticDIP

Operating Temperature Range: – 40 to 125° C
..~,,‘f.:;::~,it:>:‘.$.~.,, MCI 4505xDW SOG Package,, .?\,,,:.

Successive Approximation Conversion Time:
.-::C,‘t.~.~..“ ~*::.,,~:j’,.

MC1 45050 — 21 WS(with 2.1 MHz ADCLK)
\.*\,,*.,.‘~.“
~,*J3-

MCI 45051 — 44 ws Maximum ,><’ “~’..’$.’$i~.<,
Maximum Sample Rate: MC1 45050 — 38 ks/s ,<$,+. PIN ASSIGNMENT

!r+’~,$.!*,l, ?
MC1 45051 — 20.4 ksls ‘*.$!, .,>,*. .~~,.!,1,.a*9

Analog Input Range with 5-Volt Supply: O to 5 V
1..%-<,s,,.

n

ANO 1e 20 VDD,t:;,,a,.,.‘:)>.~;>++.y<?,)
Monotonic with No Missing Codes ~t’,s,~, AN1 2 19 *
Direct Interface to Motorola SPI and National MIC~OW,iRE Serial Data
Ports ..:~. AN2 3 18 SCLK,>,!.,.>,,
Digital Inputs/Outputs are TTL, NMOS, and C~QS ‘bmpatible AN3 4 17 Di”

Low Power Consumption: 14 mW
-;~:i!:,.*..;$(/,,~,},,~&,8;:~~...)t$. AN4 5 16 DOut

Chip Complexity 1630 Elements (FETs$ &~~~ors, etc.)
See Application Note AN1 062 for O~~rwtiith QSPI AN5 6 15 a

f’>/;:i\:\,!J~i*‘
“..!~.,,.....,.,, AN6 7 14 v~~f
?-,. uAN7 8 13 VAG

AN8 9 12 AN1O

Vss 10 11 AN9

●ADCLK(MC145050);EOC(MC145051)

o MICROWIRE is a trademarkof NationalSemiconductorCorp.
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ANO ~

ANI ~

AN2 ~

AN3 A

AN4 L

AN5 L ANALOG

AN6 I MUX

AN7 ~

AN8 ~

AN9 ~

AN1O ~ .

{-1

INTERNAL ANII

TEST AN12

VOLTAGES ‘N13 . .

BLOCK DIAGRAM

Vref VAG

I 14 13

MUX OUT 1O-BIT RC DAC
WITH SAMPLE AND HOLD

I SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION

4 MUXADDRESS

REGISTER

IR

,.<..,.., ‘t:<,.

Symbol I Parameter I Value 4- ~’~nit I,..,~;i.,.
VDD

% +
DC Supply Voltage (Referenced to Vss) – 0.5 to + ~+;$;$ v

Vref DC Reference Voltage VAG to VD~~+ $1 v

VAG Analog Ground
,,.

V*$>O.1 to Vref v

~“ DC Input Voltage, Any Analog or Digital
Input

,.’’s~%p’- 05 to
v

,, ,>,:{,VDD + 0.5

R
Iin

lout

IDD, 1ss

FTstg

TL

* Maimurr

DC Input Current, per Pin .,,1~.$ ‘‘“t:!:.. *20,..<;,.

*25

*50

-65to 150

Lead Tempe@~~fe, 1‘&m from Case for 260
10 Second$:~~~,,,J:....

?atin~s~$we values beyond which damage to the device mavocc

mA

mA

mA

‘c
‘c

Func

This device contains protection circuit~ to

guard against damage due to high static
voltages or electric fields. However, pre-

cautions must be taken to avoid applications

of any voltage higher than mwimum rated
voltages to this high-impedance circuit. For

proper operation, ~n and Vout should be
constrained to the range VSS < (~n or Vout)s
VDD.

Unused inputs must always betied to an
appropriate logic voltage level (e.g., either
vssOrvDD). Unused outputs must be left

open.

OPER~~:~.~ @xNGES (Applicable to Guaranteed timits)

I syfi~$-g Parameter I Value I Unit 1

+

yn, Vout

TA

NOTE: Ant

des

DC Supply Voltage, Referenced to VSS 4.5 to 5.5 v

DC Reference Voltage VAG +4.Oto VDD + 0.1 v

Analog Ground Vss -0,1 to Vref – 4.0 v

Analog Input Voltage (See Note) VAG to Vref v

Digital Input Voltage, Output Voltage VSS to VDD v
1

Ambient Operating Temperature I -40to 125 “c I, I I

og input voltages greater than Vref convert to full scale. Input voltages less than VAG convert to zero. See Vref and VAG pin
:riptione.

MC145050.MC1 45051
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DC ELEC
(Voltages I

[

rRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
?ferenced to VSS, Full Temperature and Voltage Ranges per Operation Ranges Table, unless otherwise indicated)

Guaranteed

Parameter Test Condition Limit Unit

Minimum High-Level Input Voltage 2.0 v

(Din, SCLK, ~, ADCLK)

Maximum Low-Level Input Voltage 0.8 v

(Din, SCLK, ~, ADCLK) “!$,?<<

Minimum High-Level Output Voltage lout =- 1.6 mA

(Dout, EOC) lout = -20 WA

Minimum Low-Level Output Voltage lout = + 1.6 mA

(Dout, EOC) lout =20 PA

Maximum Input Leakage Current ~n = VSS or VDD ,~~‘~.i,.~ 2.5,fit:$)$.+.*’ .,, 1A

(Din, SCLK, ~, ADCLK)
~t -$it‘-q},,,$+, ,..

Maximum Three-State Leakage Current (Dou~
. ..,.~: .

Vout = VSS or VDD *::;:I?.,,,,>i‘ii. *1O PA
, .’.?..+,,,,.,.

Maximum Power Supply Current ~n = VSS or VDD, All Output&~~&A?. ‘ 2.5 mA,.~:~.,‘

Maximum Static Analog Reference Current (Vref) Vref = VDD, VAG = VSS ,,,,~~$$ .:, ‘
.o,d~’$”

100 PA

Maximum Analog Mux Input Leakage Current between all VAI = VSS toVDD .*4, “w;! tl M
deselected inputs and any selected input (ANO - AN1 O) $?~::;:,:.,.”.i:t!.,$>\:,$

“?“<- t!:~},s>..\ ,..,,::.,..

0

0

Symbol

VIH

LVOH

ND CONVERTER ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS i.:,. -!!,:~’ ~~::!,,.,,.:,!~
Full Temperature and Voltage Ranges per Operation Ranges Table; MC1 45050: 5&.#~z~ADCLKs 2.1 MHz, unless othewise noted)

Characteristic

,, .,..,
,,~?; t>, ,.+.+

‘?..,

Definition a~~~~t &nditions

Number of bits resolved by the}@~&@:etier
w

Maximum difference between a%~eal and an actual ADC transfer function

3uaranteed
Limit Unit

10 HtsResolution

LSBMaximum Nonlinearity

Maximum Zero Error LSB

LSB

LSB

LSB

LSB

Xfference between th~kmaxkum input voltage of an ideal and an actual
kDC for zero outp~~$~~,,

Maximum Full-Scale Error Xfference be<~%w minimum input voltage of an ideal and an actual

ADC for fu[~~e @blput code
~<,.~,+,~

MaximwXWti nonlinearity, zero error, and full-scale error
,

., !. ....+,$,.,, .,,,
UNetiW due to converter resolution

Maximum Total Unadjusted Error

Maximum Quantization Error

fi~r$;ce between the actual input voltage and the full-scale weighted
Wvalent of the binary output code, all error sources included

Total time to perform a single analog-to-digital conversion MC145050

MC145051

44

44

10to16

4DCLK

cycles
ps

SCLK

cycles

Total time to transfer digital serial data into and out of the device

Analog input acquisition time window 6 SCLK
cycles

Total time to transfer serial data, sample the analog input, and perform the

conversion
MC1 45050: ADCLK = 2.1 MHz, SCLK = 2.1 MHz

MC145051: SCLK = 2.1 MHz

Rate at which analog inputs maybe sampled

MC145050: ADCLK = 2.1 MHz, SCLK = 2.1 MHz
MC145051 : SCLK = 2.1 MHz

~s

ksls

26
49

38
20.4

Maximum Sample Rate

MOTOROLA MC145050.MC1 45051
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(Full Temperature and Voltage Ranges per Operation Ranges Table)

Guaranteed

Figure Symbol Parameter Limit Unit

1 f Clock Frequency, SCLK (l O-tit xfer) Min o MHz o

(11- to 16-bit xfer) Mln Note 1

Note: Refer to twH, twL below (1O- to 16-bit xfer) Max 2.1

1 f Clock Frequency, ADCLK Minimum 500 kHz
Note: Refer tO twH, twL below Maximum 2.1 M,H,*~.\. ~~~.:

1 t~H Minimum Clock High Time ADCLK 190 ,,t??@? ‘“,.~,,*,,,i,!
SCLK 190 ., .$, .. $\,:

.!.:::.-:.\\*,,,*.\.,!.

1 twL Minimum Clock Low Time ADCLK 190 ,<;+’.~,i ‘~? ns
SCLK 190 4+”: , ‘ ,:3.;

1,7

,.,,>,

tpLH, tpHL Maximum Propagation Delay, SCLK to Dout $p~~$” n~

1,7 th Minimum Hold Time, SCLK to Dout .,.$2, l’@T$-” ns

2,7 tpLZ, tpHZ Maximum Propagation Delay, = to Dout High-Z ~ w —,+. ns

2,7 tpZL, tpZH Maximum Propagation Delay, = to Dout Driven MC14505Q ~$@>~~6LK cycles+ 300 ns
MC145~$ ;$~~”’ 2.3 ps

3 tsu Minimum Setup Time, Din to SCLK
~’..y

100 ns

3 th Minimum Hold Time, SCLK to Din o ns

4,7,8 b Maximum Delay Time, EOC to Do”t (MSB) ,.ts ‘Q.wl 45051 100 ns?,J\;,.,,.

5 tsu Minimum Setup Time, = to SCLK .,$ MC145050 2 ADCLK cycles + 425 ns
.~,~s,,~t..

\j!/.?{t,$>\
.<,, MC145051 2.425 ps

.8,,,, ,,,,,
— tcsd Minimum Time Required Between 10th SCLK F~ing$$ MC145050 44 ADCLK

Edge (< 0.8 V) and = to Allow a ConversiQp ~~,.
?:3,>\ $.?N,x,.&::-

MC145051<:*,*,,....).., Note 2 cycles
*

— tCAs Maximum Delay Between 10th SCLK Falting’’@ge MC1 45050 36 ADCLK
(<2 V) and ~ to Abort a Conversi~ & cycles

,>~:;:
..,,~:,(:;.., MC145051 9

!,, ,,,,: ps o

5 th Minimum Hold Time, Last S%~i$~”’ o ns

6,8 tpHL Maximum Propagation MC145051 2.35 KS

1 tr, tf Maximum Input Ris SCLK 1 ms
ADCLK 250 ns
Din, ~ 10,\<p\,,il KS

1,4,6-8 ~LH, ~HL Maximu~i~~~~Transition Time, Any Output 300 ns~. ,.,,:.,>>

— Cln Maxim@ l@ut Capacitance ANO - AN1O 55
..<.:ss.~~’$:.$t,.,l~. pF

~:~ J..* ADCLK, SCLK, =, ~n 15
+t,. .\-

,
— Cout ,$<~a~~um Three-State Output Capacitance Dout 15,,+ pF

,. ... ,,J .
NOTES:

..?,..~....~~~,i<~N,!,.4?’

1. After the 10~R~W&’~&hng edge (< 2 V), at least 1 SCLK rising edge (2 2 V) must occur within 38 ADCLKS (MCI 45050) or 18.5 WS
(MC14505#~.;SJ$\\

2. On the m$’~~$1, a = edge maybe received immediately after an active transition on the EOC pin.

““>” ,p’
,Y;
..’!:

,tb’l$.:..~:$).::>)t.?~~,
:?.~,:::*.$,,>+,
~..!

MC145050.MC445051 MOTOROLA
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SWITCHING WAVEFORMS

‘CLK’=
,,4 rtpLH’tpHL

Figure 1.

LISU77‘th
SCLK

7

Figure 3,

I UNDER
TEST

VDD

TEST
POINT 2.18k

Do,!
)

12k

!Ii
—100pF

= = =

Figure 7. Test Circuit

E L 2.0 v

0.8 V

Dout

‘oc-
Figure 6.

VDD

TEST

POINT 2.18 k

EOC
o

)

DEVICE

UNDER 12k
TEST !Ii

—50 pF

= = =

Figure 8. Test Circuit

MOTOROLA MC145050.MC145051
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PIN DESCRIPTIONS

DIGITAL INPUTS AND OUTPUT

The various serial bit-stream formats for the MC145050/51
are illustrated in the timing diagrams of Figures 9 through 14.
Table 1 assists in selection of the appropriate diagram. Note
that the ADCS acceut 16 clocks which makes them SPI (Seri-
al Peripheral Interface) compatible.

Table 1. Timing Diagram Selection

40. of Clocks in Using Serisl Transfer
Serial Transfar m Interval

10
10

llto16
16

llto16
16

Yes Don’t Care

No Don’t Care
Yes Shotier than Conversion

No Shorter than Conversion
Yes Longer than Conversion
No Longer than Conversion

Figure
No.

9
10
11
12

13

14

B
Active-Low Chip Select Input (Pin 15)

Chip select initializes the chip to perform conversions and
provides 3-state control of the data output pin (Dout). While
inactive high, ~ forces Dout to the high-impedance state
and disables the data input (Din) and serial clock (SCLK)
pins. A high-to-low transition on = resets the serial data
port and synchronizes it to the MPU data stream. = can re-
main active during the conversion cycle and can stay in the
active low state for multiple serial transfers or ~ can be in-
active high after each transfer. If ~ is kept active low be-
tween transfers, the length of each transfer is limited to eit,~r
10 or 16 SCLK cycles. If= is in the inactive high sta\&&~,,
tween transfers, each transfer can be anywhere frow t~,to,*,*\,$\,:$.,
16 SCLK cycles long. See the SCLK pin desc~~f~~ti$~gr a
more detailed discussion of these requirement~~~~” .,%

On the MC145050/51 spurious chip sew~~sed by
system noise are minimized by the inter~alti~w?y.

Any transitions on the MC145050,~MJ*re recognized

as valid only if the level is mainta{n,~fo$ a setup time plus
two falling edges of ADCLK afte$$&~fdnsition.

Transitions on the MC14~@lj=Ypin are recognized as
valid only if the level is mai~i$kd for about 2 w after the
transition. ,$ttlk~ *\,~.,*.

If= is ti~~?$high after the 10th SCLK cycle
and the~~=~~~ctive low before the ND conver-
sion ,~co~plete, the conversion is abotied and

th%~$@,&nters the initial state, ready for another
&$~transfer/conversion sequence. At this point,

l$yk,~#$output data register contains the result from
‘i\flhe conversion before the aborted conversion.

‘ Note that the last step of the MD conversion se-
quence is to update the output data register with
the result. Therefore, if= goes active low in an
attempt to abort the conversion too close to the
end of the conversion sequence, the result regis-
ter may be corrupted and the chip could be thrown
out of sync with the processor until= is toggled
again (refer to the AC Electrical Characteristics in
the spec tables).

Dout
Serial Data Output of the ND Conversion Result
(Pin 16)

This output is in the high-impedance state when ~ is in-
active high. When the chip recognizes a valid active low on e
~, Dout is taken out of the high4mpedance state and is driv-
en with the MSB of the previous conversion result. (For the
first transfer after power-up, data on Dout is undefined for the
entire transfer.) The value on Dout changes to the second
most significant result bit upon the first falling edge of S~,L~,,
The remaining result bits are shifted out in order, ~i$ti’~~
LSB appearing on Dout upon the ninth falling edge $,@R.
Note that the order of the transfer is MSB to LwQ@~’the

10th falling edge of SCLK, Dout is immediat~i~w;~~low (if

allowed by=) so that transfers of more th~$O wLKs read~.,$,
zeroes as the unused LSBS. “~.:.,l.k:~\ .,,..,~s“J’:’~.>.\~,<..),:~

When ~ is held active low betwe~n ~&@rs, Dout is driv-
en from a low level to the MSB @i+~~ conversion result for
three cases: Case 1 — upon:~~:~$~ SCLK falling edge if

the transfer is longer thaniJR~$&o~version time (Figure 14);
Case 2 — upon completj~~’~&6nversion for a 16-bit trans-.,*.‘,Q>$;\,$>J>*
fer interval shorter than t% $bnversion (Figure 12); Case 3

— upon completioq~~’$$~$onversion for a 10-bit transfer (Fig-
ure 1O). ,,~:l,..t.$,,,,*’:\..\’J.lJ,~!x,,

Serial ,*ta I*ut (Pin 17)

T~k~o&~bit serial input stream begins with the MSB of the
an~of$ux address (or the user test mode) that is to be con-

~~?@~~Wnext. The address is shifted in on the first four rising
“y’~~~s of SCLK. After the four mux address bits have been

Y received, the data on Din is ignored for the remainder of the
present serial transfer. See Table 2 in Applications ln- 0
formation.

SCLK
Serial Data Clock (Pin 18)

This clock input drives the internal 1/0 state machine to
perform three major functions (1) drives the data shift regis-
ters to simultaneously shift in the next mux address from the
Din pin and shift out the previous conversion result on the
Dout pin, (2) begins sampling the analog voltage onto the RC
DAC as soon as the new mux address is available, and (3)
transfers control to the ND conversion state machine (driven
by ADCLK) after the last bit of the previous conversion result
has been shifted out on the Dout pin.

The serial data shift registers are completely static, allow-
ing SCLK rates down to the dc. There are some cases, how-
ever, that require a minimum SCLK frequency as discussed
later in this section. SCLK need not be synchronous to
ADCLK. At least ten SCLK cycles are required for each si-
multaneous data transfer. If the 16-bit format is used, SCLK
can be one continuous 16-bit stream or two intermittent 8-bit
streams. After the serial port has been initiated to perform a
serial transfer*, the new mux address is shifted in on the first

*The serial port can be initiated in three ways:(1) a recognized ~

falhng edge, (2) the end of an WD conversion if the port is perform-

ing either a 10-bit or a 16-bit “shorter-than-conversion” transfer

with ~ active low between transfers, and (3) the 16th falling edge
of SCLK if the port is performing 16-bit “longer-than-conversion” o
transfers with = active low between transfers.

MC145050*MC145051 MOTOROLA
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four rising edges of SCLK, and the previous 10-bit conver-
sion result is shifted out on the first nine falling edges of
SCLK. After the fourth rising edge of SCLK, the new mux ad-

0

dress is available; therefore, on the next edge of SCLK (the
fourth falling edge), the analog input voltage on the selected
mux input begins charging the RC DAC and continues to do
so until the tenth falling edge of SCLK. After this tenth SCLK
edge, the analog input voltage is disabled from the RC DAC
and the RC DAC begins the “hold portion of the ND conver-
sion sequence. Also upon this tenth SCLK edge, control of
the internal circuitry is transferred to ADCLK which drives the
successive approximation logic to complete the conversion.
If 16 SCLK cycles are used during each transfer, then there
is a constraint on the minimum SCLK frequency. Specifically,
there must be at least one rising edge on SCLK before the
ND conversion is complete. If the SCLK frequency is too low
and a rising edge does not occur during the conversion, the
chip is thrown out of sync with the processor and CS needs
to be toggled in order to restore proper operation. If 10
SCLKS are used per transfer, then there is no lower frequen-
cy limit on SCLK. Also note that if the ADC is operated such
that = is inactive high between transfers, then the number
of SCLK cycles per transfer can be anything between 10 and
16 cycles, but the “rising edge” constraint is still in effect if
more than 10 SCLKS are used. (If CS stays active low for
multiple transfers, the number of SCLK cycles must be either
100r16.)

dress register. AN1 is addressed by $1, AN2 by $2, ,,., AN1 O
by $A. Table 2 shows the input format for a 16-bit stream.
The mux features a break-before-make switching structure
to minimize noise injection into the analog inputs. The source
resistance driving these inputs must be s 1 kQ.

During normal operation, leakage currents through the
analog mux from unselected channels to a selected channel
and leakage currents through the ESD protection diodes on
the selected channel occur. These leakage currents,+~ause
an offset voltage to appear across any series sou_.*is-
tance on the selected channel. Therefore, any @~~g@&esis-
tance greater than 1 k~ (Motorola test conditi~~~,~~ induce
errors in excess of guaranteed specifica~~~~,%~,

There are three tests available that y~{ry~ functionality

of all the control logic as well as the.$~#~ive approxima-
tion comparator. These tests are~e’~~ed by addressing

$B, $C, or $D and they conve~~ vdkge of (Vref + VAG)/2,

VAG, or Vref, respectively. ~~~@,~ges are obtained internal-
ly by sampling Vref or VAG @m the appropriate elements of
the RC DAC during th~~ti~@ phase. Addressing $B, $C, or
$D produces an ouWJ#y200 (half scale), $000, or $3FF
(full scale), res~~~tiv~, if the converter is functioning prop-
erly. Howevew~@~@tion from these values occurs in the
presence ~%~nt system noise (external to the chip) on
VDD, V@~~~%@#or VAG.

‘:$iift
P~,~ER’AND REFERENCE PINS

,...

ADCLK
,pw”’bd VDD

,,. %D#ce Supply Pins (Pins 10 and 20)
WD Conversion Clock Input (Pin 19, MC145050 Only) ,Y,,.,.~:$~‘:”

SS.+.*J VSS is normally connected to digital ground; VDD is con-
This pin clocks the dynamic ND conversion sequence, ‘“$ netted to a positive digital supply voltage. Low frequency

e and may be asynchronous to SCLK. Control of t~ chf~
passes to ADCLK after the tenth falling edge of S~~~}&on-
trol of the chip is passed back to SCLK after thq$~~~ssive
approximation conversion sequence is compJ#~,~ ADCLK
cycles), or after a valid chip select is re@~~~,@. ADCLK
also drives the CS recognition logic. Thq{~@tgnores transi-
tions on CS unless the state remaiys~~’~~~ %etup time plus
two falling edges of ADCLK. The @’~,&ving ADCLK must
be free running.

EOC goes low W~f& ~enth falling edge of SCLK. A low-to-
high transition ,o~~~woccurs when the WD conversion is
complete an~$%ata is ready for transfer.,,.,

A@:t~tigh AN1O
,8.~w8&Multiplexer Inputs (Pins 1-9, 11, 12)
‘..:..,.....”...s~~‘s
~~~~~heinput ANO is addressed by loading $0 into the mux ad-

(VDD - VSS) variation;over the range o~4.5 to 5.5 volts do
not affect the ND accuracy. (See the Operations Ranges
Table for restrictions on Vref and VAG relative to VDD and
Vss.) Excessive inductance in the VDD or VSS lines, as on
automatic test equipment, may cause ND offsets > t 1 LSB.
Use of a 0.1 KF bypass capacitor across these pins is recom-
mended.

VAG and Vref
Analog Reference Voltage Pins (Pins 13 and 14)

Analog reference voltage pins which determine the lower
and upper boundary of the ND conversion. Analog input volt-
ages > Vref produce a full scale output and input voltages
< VAG produce an output of zero. CAUTION: The analog
input voltage must be 2 VSS and< VDD. The ND conversion
result is ratiometric to Vref – VAG. Vref and VAG must be as
noise-free as possible to avoid degradation of the ND con-
version. Ideally, Vref and VAG should be single-point con-
nected to the voltage supply driving the system’s
transducers. Use of a 0.22 KF bypass capacitor across these
pins is strongly urged.

MOTOROLA MC1450500MC145051
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EOC I
I ~ $ ‘k$$~SHl~ IN NEW MUX ADDRESS, =!= ND CONVERSION~

,@@LTA~EOUSLY SHl~ OUT PREVIOUS CONVERSION VALUE,:, ~.:.>.,*. ,}:.. INTERVAL
INITIALIZE .6,;1,{,~,t:i’”

ai.>. ,:*
‘ ...,r~i$:>..‘!.,,

:jk ‘~::i,\,
.’?}:i,k, ... Figure 10. Timing for 10-Clock Transfer Not Using ~I\.>,t$ ~,)..,,+,,.

~!$:t,,,&;l,J~
NOTES. ‘$,, $

1. .@yg&#7, . . . . DO= the result of the previous ND conversion.

t~$$$,,~~: Al, AO = the mux address for the next ND conversion.
.,

* T’k$~&~re illustrates the behavior of the MC1 45051. The MC1 45050 behaves identically except there is no EOC signal and the conversion time
is t% ADCLK cycles (user-controlled time).

MC145050*MC145051 MOTOROLA
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EOC

‘Dhqg:;Ep’oN4

INITIALIZE RE-INITIALIZE
w..

Figure 11. Timing for 11- to 16-Clock Transfer Usw.s (Serial Transfer Interval Shorter than Conversion)
~~~;:i

E MUSTBE HIGHON POWERUP
.,::. t~’

Dout

.,.,

SCLK

Din

EOC
,,,..
‘*’ft:.:J,..4. s SHl~ IN NEW MUXADDRESS,,,>,.’!$>>

~s~~,~wOUSLy SHl~ OUT PREVIOUSCONVERSIONVALUE

INITIALIZE ~ L “~”
-.ii>h,.,,,.?$..,{’:S,i- ,,,..,,

‘f~t~;-uFigure 12. Timing for 16-CIock Transfer Not Using ES* (Serial Transfer Interval Shorter Than Conversion)

D9, D8, D7, . !?;DO = the result of the previous ND conversion.
A3, A2, Al, AO = the mux address for the next WD conversion.

*This figure illustrates the behavior of the MC1 45051. The MC1 45050 behaves identically except there is no EOC signal and the conversion time is 44 ADCLK cycles (user-controlled time),



E

DOUI

SCLK

Din

EOC

-

@

DOut

SCLK

+SAMpLEANALOG INPm

Din

EOC

SHl~ IN NEW MUX ADDRESS,
SIMULTANEOUSLY SHl~ OUT PREVIOUS CONVERSION V~@E

INITIALIZE
,,!!.:>t; $*: INTERVAL RE-INITIALIZE. t..

,...~.’:{:,,,,pi\. \.,.
%hi~:~ NEW MUX ADDRESS,

~— SlMULTANw~k5Hl~ OUT PREVIOUS CONVERSION VALUE ~~

INITIALIZE
,}>,~’jt, .

\ “it., “>,*>
y{.\,,i7.i~’~,~+,,.,.

@~uMjl 4. Timing for 16-Clock Transfer Not Using ES* (Serial Transfer Interval Longer Than Conversion)
NOTES:

:~~ ‘:i.,$t.
. r}:lh~*,

D9, D8, D7, . . . . D@~~p, Bkult of the previous ND conversion.
A3, A2, Al, Ao =+~e~$~xaddre$s for the nefi ND conversion.

*NOTES: ,’...~,~~,.*.>

1. This figure illu~~$tes the behavior of the MC145051. The MC145050 behaves identically except there is no EOC signal and the conversion time is 44 ADCLK cycles (user-controlled time).
2. The 1lth SCLK rising edge must occur before the conversion is complete. Otherwise the serial port is thrown out of sync with the microprocessor for the remainder of the transfer.



APPLICATIONS INFORMATION

DESCRIPTION

@

This example application of the MC145050/MCl 45051
ADCS interfaces three controllers to a microprocessor and
processes data in real-time for a video game. The standard
joystick X-axis (Ieftiright) and Y-axis (up/down) controls as
well as engine thrust controls are accommodated.

Figure 15 illustrates how the MC145050/MCl 45051 is
used as a cost-effective means to simplify this type of circuit
design. Utilizing one ADC, three controllers are interfaced to
a CMOS or NMOS microprocessor with a serial peripheral in-
terface (SPI) port. Processors with National Semiconductor’s
MICROWIRE serial port may also be used. Full duplex
operation optimizes throughput for this system.

DIGITAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Motorola’s MC68HC05C4 CMOS MCU may be chosen to
reduce power supply size and cost. The NMOS MCUS may
be used if power consumption is not critical. A VDD or VSS
0.1 pF bypass capacitor should be closely mounted to the
ADC.

Both the MC145050 and MC1 45051 accommodate all the
analog system inputs. The MC1 45050, when used with a
2 MHz MCU, takes 27 us to sample the analog input, per-
form the conversion, and transfer the serial data at 2 MHz.
Fofly-four ADCLK cycles (2 MHz at input pin 19) must be
provided and counted by the MCU before reading the ADC

length and electrical environment. This should be verified
during prototyping with an oscilloscope. If shielding is
required, a twisted pair or foil-shielded wire (not coax) is
appropriate for this low frequency application. One wire of
the pair or the shield must be VAG.

A reference circuit voltage of 5 volts is used for this ap-
plication. The reference circuitry may be as simple as tying
VAG to system ground and Vref to the system’s positive sup-
ply. (See Figure 16.) However, the system power @~ply
noise may require that a separate supply be used,f~,*~:~~lt-
age reference. This supply must provide sourc~, c~~ht for
Vref as well as current for the controller pote~twwrs.

A bypass capacitor of approximately O.~~~,~:across the
Vref and VAG pins is recommended. T~~+@p~dare adjacent
on the ADC package which facilitate,&,~~~#ng the capacitor
very close to the ADC.

.,,,,‘~?l~~>.jj
“~.’,’‘$*\l\

SOFTWARE CONSlDERAT4~~:.~,,

The software flow fa~~~sl~tion is straightforward. The
nine analog inputs, -a~ough AN8, are scanned by read-
ing the analog y.~e 3S the previously addressed channel
into the MCU a%~xwding the address of the next channel to
be read to t~~~~, simultaneously.

If the ~~b~ realized using the MC1 45050, 44 ADCLK
cycl~$ (&~@n 19) must be counted by the MCU to allow time
foLj~Q, conversion. The designer utilizing the MCI 45051 has

,$m~riw-of-conversion signal (at pin 19) to define the conver-
$, ‘$io$ interval. EOC may be used to generate an interrupt,

results. The MC145051 has the end-of-conversion (EOC), “*’tihich is sewiced by reading the serial data from the ADC.J,!.l~~*J$\.~,,
signal(atoutput pin 19) to define when data is ready, but has “*.~~“’the sofiware flow should then process and format the data,

o

a slower 49 KScycle time, However, the 49 US is constant fo,$,. ‘
serial data rates of 2 MHz independent of the MCU c~F~ fre-
quency. Therefore, the MC1 45051 mav be use&Witk$$he
CMOS MCU operating at reduced clock rateq$~~:$%mize
power consumption without severely sacrifi~~~?~ cycle
times, with EOC being used to generated a:+$~rupt. (The
MC1 45051 may also be used with ~,~&~}tihich do not
provide a system clock.) w.‘ $%1::.:,:,:.,....

,,>ri&.$,\,*\,,~$~,’

ANALOG DESIGN CONSIDE,~&~~O:@;
,,t:i).

Controllers with output i~p$a~es of less than 1 ~ may
be directly interfaced to t~s&fi~Cs, eliminating the need for

buffer amplifiers. Se~ratd$@es connect the Vref and VAG
pins on the ADC ~~~j~}:controllers to provide isolation from

system noise. ,,,},~~:”~:
Although m~~~df~ted in Figure 15, the Vref and controller

output lin~,,a~need to be shielded, depending on their
,il,~. ~;:+$:,~.. ~t

,,.:,;$%~.~...,s!\,.>.,,<,~t~ :.,.~f.,~<:t!-.~$s.v

and transfer the information to the video circuitry for updating
the display.

When these ADCS are used with a 16-bit (2-byte) transfer,
there are two types of offsets involved, In the first type of off-
set, the channel information sent to the ADCS is offset by 12
bits. That is, in the 16-bit stream, only the first 4 bits (4 MSBS)
contain the channel information. The balance of the bits are
don’t cares. This results in 3 don’t-care nibbles, as shown in
Table 2. The second type of offset is in the conversion result
returned from the ADCS; this is offset by 6 bits. In the 16-bit
stream, the first 10 bits (1O MSBS) contain the conversion
results. The last 6 bits are zeroes. The hexadecimal result is
shown in the first column of Table 3. The second column
shows the result after the offset is removed by a micropro-
cessor routine. If the 16-bit format is used, these ADCS can
transfer one continuous 16-bit stream or two intermittent 8-bit
streams.

MOTOROLA MC145050.MC145051
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Table 2. Programmer’s Guide for 16-Bit Transfers:
Input Code

Input
Addrese Chennel to be

in Hex Converted Next Comment

$Oxxx ANO Hn 1

$1 xxx AN1 Pin 2

$2XXX AN2 Pin 3

$3XXX AN3 Pin 4

$4XXX AN4 Pin 5

$5XXX AN5 Pin 6

$6XXX AN6 Pin 7

$7XXX AN7 Pin 8
$8XXX AN8 Pin 9

$9XXX AN9 Pin 11

$Axxx AN1O Pin12

5BXXX ANI1 Half Scale Test: Output = $8000

5CXXX AN12 Zero Test Output = $0000
$DXXX AN13 Full Scale Test: Output = 5FFC0

$EXXX None Not Allowed

$FXXX None Not Allowed

Table 3. Programmer’s Guide for 16-Bit Transfers:
Output Code

Conversion Conversion
Result Wthout Result VVith

Offset Removed Offset Removed Value

$0000 50000 Zero

$0040 50001 Zero + 1 LSB

$0080 $0002 Zero + 2 LSBS

500C0 50003 Zero + 3 LSBS !$,
50100 50004 zero + 4 LSBs -N~a&~

50140 50005 Zero + 5 L@~Ga~>, ‘~

50180 50006 Zero + &~@,g,~

501C0 50007 Zero ,@~+L@Qs’
$0200 50008 Zqp’*8 ~BBs

$0240 50009 ~{@+&LSBs

50280 5000A ,:>$’~~$~,~ 10 LSBs

$02C0 $OOOB “*<$,j$ro + 11 LSBS
!.

.,,.‘+<$+ :

$FF40 50&$? ’$. Full Scale -2 LSBS

5FF80 ,gi;t%’ Full Scale -1 LSB

5FFC0 *:S,3*:FF Full Scale
.... ,. ..,,‘vw~t,*,-3)

MC145050.MC145051 MOTOROLA
12



MC145050

MC145051

...
~,,<), . ..\\

*?,.
.?~

.. ~’ ~!$..,

Compatible Motoro~@,#CWs/MPUs
This is not a complete listin~ ~j,Mo~rola’s MCUS/MPUS

Contact your Motorol,~r~~@Whtative if you need
additiona~~~b~ation.

MOTOROLA MC1450500MCl 45051
13



PACKAGE DIMENSIONS

PLASTIC DIP
P SUFFIX

CASE 73843

1. DIMENSIONING ANOTOLE
Y14.5M, 1982.

2. CONTROLLING DIMENSIO
3. DIMENSION LTOCENTER

FORMED PARALLEL.
4. DIMENSION BDDESNOT

FLASH.

N I O.oml 0.0401 0.51 \ 1.01

MC145050.MC145051 MOTOROLA
14



SOG PACKAGE
DW SUFFIX

CASE 751D-04

mT !Fioolo(025)@lB@l
4k D 20 PL

1+10.010 (0.25)@l Tl B@l A@[

NOTES
1. DIMENSIONING AND TOLERANCING PER

Motorola reserves the right to make changes without furfhernotice to any products herein. Motorola makes no warranty, representation orguarsntee regarding
the suitability of its products for any particular pupose, nor does Motorola assume any hability arising out of the application or use of any product or circuit,
and specifically tisclaims any and all Iiabifity, including without limitation consequential or incidental damages, ‘Typica~ parameters can and do vary indifferent

applications. All oPerefln9 Parameters, incfUdin9 ‘Typicals” MUst be vatidated for each customer epphcation by customer’s technical experts. Motorola does
not convey any hcense under its patent rights nor the rights of others. Motorola products are not designed, intended, or authorized for use as components in
systems intended for surgical impfant into the body, or other applications intended to support or sustain life, or for any other application in which the failure of
the Motorola product could create a situation where personaf injury or death may occur. Should Buyer purchase or use Motorola products for any such
unintended or unauthorized application, Buyer shall indemnify and hold Motorola and its officers, employees, subsidiaries, aft iliates, and distributors harmless
against all claims, costs, damages, and expenses, and reasonable attorney fees arising out of, directly or indirectly, any claim of personal injury or death
associated with such unintended or unauthorized use, even if such claim alleges that Motorola was negligent regarding the design or manufacture of the part.
Motorola and @ are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc. Motorola, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity/Affimative Action Employer.

MOTOROLA MC145050eMCl 45051
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literature Distribution Centere:
USA: Motorola Literature Distribution; P.O. Box 20912; Phoenix, Atizona 85036.
EUROPE: Motorola Ltd.; Europaan Uterature Centrq 86 Tanners Drive, Blakelands, Milton Keynes, MK14 5BP, England.
JAPAN: Nppon Motorola Ltd; 4-32-1, NisM-Gotanda, Stinagawa-ku, Tokyo 141, Japan.
ASIA PACIFIC: Motorola Semiconductors H.K. Ltd.; Silicon Harbour Center, No. 2 Dai King Street, Tai Po Industrial Estate, Tai Po, NT., Hong Kong. ●
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